Option pricing is one of the challenging problems of computational finance. Nature-inspired algorithms have gained prominence in real world optimization problems such as in mobile ad hoc networks. The option pricing problem fits very well into this category of problems due to the ad hoc nature of the market. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is one of the novel global search algorithms based on swarm intelligence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Option pricing is one of the most computationally challenging problems in finance. The issue is to compute the price F (t) at time t of a call or put option of various styles on stock (or other underlying asset of the option) with dependence on various variables and parameters such as S, the current stock price; T, the expiration time of the option contract; r, the riskfree interest rate; σ, the volatility of stock prices; and K, the strike price of the option.
In 1973, Black and Scholes [2] and Merton [16] developed a theoretical model to price an option. The Black-ScholesMerton model is a partial differential equation and produces a closed form solution for European options. For other styles of options where a closed form solution is not possible, numerical algorithms have been developed using techniques such as Monte Carlo [3] , binomial lattice [6] and Fast Fourier Transform [17] . The computational cost in all these techniques is quite high, and with parallel computing efforts (e.g. [20] ) major performance improvements have been achieved.
With complex models to capture the real market conditions it becomes difficult to find closed form solutions. This has lead the researchers to consider other numerical approaches including heuristic methods for solving the option pricing problem. Recently, bio-inspired and nature inspired algorithms [4] have been considered for solving the option pricing problem. These algorithms are inspired by techniques developed by the insect societies for their survival(e.g. [7] ). Nature-inspired algorithms have gained prominence in real world optimization problems where the problem size is large, dynamic and complex. The option pricing problem is in this category of problems. Natureinspired algorithms have been used in many combinatorial optimization problems(e.g. [15] ) and real world applications such as in mobile ad hoc networks (e.g. [23] ). Researchers are finding these problems difficult to solve that they are less concerned the optimal solution and more interested in finding an approximate solution at a reasonable amount of computational time. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [7] is a nature-inspired algorithm inspired by real ants foraging for food. Kumar et al. [12] first used ACO for the option pricing problem. ACO seems to perform well in situations where the source and destination are known in advance. However, in option pricing the destination is unknown.
In this paper, we consider another search technique also inspired by nature, that tries to alleviate some of the problems discussed above. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [10] is a population based algorithm inspired by birds flocking or fish schooling. In option pricing, PSO has been used in volatility estimation [13] . Jha et al. [8] did a feasibility study by developing a simple algorithm using PSO to predict the maximum early profit by exercising an option. The algorithm assumes constant volatility and was experimented in MATLAB for small test cases. The algorithm was used for pricing an European option. The experiments showed that PSO produces promising results and converges to a near optimal solution. This has given us confidence in pursuing research in PSO for option pricing.
PSO is computationally intensive. This problem can be alleviated through parallel processing. In this paper we extend and modify the simple algorithm by Jha et al. [8] and provide both a synchronous and asynchronous parallel algorithm. The algorithms are implemented on homogeneous multicore architecture which includes pure OPENMP, pure MPI and both MPI/OPENMP (hybrid). The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We describe related work in section II. Section III describes PSO. Our proposed algorithm is provided in section IV followed by the results and discussions in section V. In section VI, we summarize our paper.
II. RELATED WORK PSO unlike ACO, tries to find the best node in a graph or search space rather than the best path. Since ACO works well when a destination node is known in advance (such as in network applications), the original ACO had to be modified to suit the financial application since the destination is unknown in the option pricing problem. In PSO, destination information is not required. It is therefore, very amenable to option pricing. To our knowledge there are only couple of works in the literature [13] where PSO has been used to calculate implied volatilities. Jha et al. [9] did a feasibility study in using PSO to price European-style options. The authors implemented the algorithm using the PSO toolbox developed by Birge [1] and is available in MATLAB. The experiments were done with a small number of particles (N ) and the results deviated from the Black-Scholes-Merton model. The goal of the paper was to determine the feasibility in using PSO to price options.
There are two parallel PSO algorithms: synchronous [18] and asynchronous [11] , [14] , [22] . In the synchronous parallel algorithm, each particle performs the evaluation in parallel and synchronize with each other in each iteration. Synchronous algorithms are coarse-grained and is the easiest algorithm to implement on parallel architectures. However, synchronization is a bottleneck. The asynchronous PSO algorithm has more challenges since the particles do not synchronize with each other in each iteration. Therefore, termination detection is a major issue. Communication is also a bottleneck due to asynchronocity. There are no existing parallel PSO based algorithms for option pricing.
The focus of this paper is to design and develop a PSO algorithm for the option pricing problem and parallelize it. We develop an efficient sequential PSO algorithm first for solving the option pricing problem. The results are compared against the Black-Scholes-Merton formula for accuracy. Our focus in developing this algorithm is to optimize the financial option exercise policy with respect to time and profit. The algorithm is then parallelized and implemented on a homogenous multicore architecture. We study the performance of the parallel algorithm on shared, distributed and hybrid architectures with varying number of particles and number of iterations.
III. A SEQUENTIAL PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO) ALGORITHM
Particle Swarm Optimization [10] is a population based heuristic optimization algorithm inspired by social behavior of birds flocking or fish school. Consider the scenario of birds looking for food. The birds first search their own neighborhood for the food source. At the end of each time step or iteration the birds decide on a location that may lead to a food source. The birds then compare their solution with other birds solutions and move closer to the birds that are closest to the location of the food source. Each "bird" (a particle) is a potential solution in the search space. This concept is formulated as PSO algorithm. Each particle has dimensions, and is treated as a point in a D-dimensional space. There are N such particles in the solution space. Initially, N particles are uniformly distributed in the solution space. The particles in PSO fly through the search space with a certain velocity and change their position dynamically in the hope of reaching the food source. The velocity and position are two important parameters in the PSO algorithm. Each particle keeps track of the best previous position it has traveled and the best position traveled by the swarm. The best position traveled by a particle is called the local best position, and the best position traveled by the swarm is called the global best position. At the end of each iteration, the particles calculate their next velocity and update their positions based on the calculated velocity. The sequential PSO algorithm is explained in more detail in the next subsection.
There are fours steps in a sequential PSO algorithm. They are: initialization, position update, evaluation, and termination.
A. Initialization
The first step in a sequential PSO algorithm is to initialize N particles randomly in a solution space. The initial position equation and the initial velocity equation are given by
B. Position Update
Throughout the search process, each particle i monitors four values: its current position X i , the best position it reached in previous cycles P i , its flying velocity V i , and the swarm best position P g . These four values are represented in vectors as:
and are used to calculate the next velocity given by [10] 
In Equation (3), r 1 and r 2 are uniform random numbers in closed interval [0, 1], c 1 is self confident factor, and c 2 is swarm confident factor. Equation 3, the velocity equation, was modified by Shi and Eberhart [19] . They introduced a new parameter, called inertia weight ω into Equation (3) to balance the trade off between global and local search during optimization process. The consequent velocity equation is given below.
Through empirical studies, Shi and Eberhart [19] have observed that the optimal solution can be improved by varying the value of ω from 0.9 at the beginning of search to 0.4 at the end of search for most problems, which is also called as time-varying inertia weight.
The position equation (equation (4)) is used by all particles to update its next position after it calculates velocity (equation (5)).
C. Evaluate fitness
In this step, all particles evaluate the fitness function. Local and global updates are made if particles get better fitness value.
D. Termination
The search stops in either of two conditions: a particle reaches the preset target accuracy or satisfies the preset maximum number of iterations. The preset target accuracy depends on the type of optimization problem. In our algorithm, maximum number of iteration is termination condition.
IV. OPTION PRICING ALGORITHMS
This section describes the algorithm designed and developed for the current study called synchronous particle swarm optimization (SPSO) algorithm followed by the parallel PSO (PPSO) algorithm.
A. Synchronous option pricing algorithm using PSO
First, we describe how a particle is defined. A particle is defined by five parameters: id, position vector ( X), velocity vector ( V ), localbest position ( l best ) and global best position ( g best ).
A particle is used to capture profit and option exercise time. Thus, each position vector ( X) has two dimensions. The first dimension (X[0]) is stock price and the second dimension (X [1] ) is the option exercise time. Similarly there are two dimensions for velocity vector. See Figure 1 for more details. Note that the particles are randomly distributed in the solution space and the two dimensions for a particle do not follow any order of time.
There are four cases for particle's current and next position, in three of these cases updates happen as explained below.
1) A particle finds a position (node) which gives better profit and that position represents an earlier time than the time corresponding to the current position. Then the particle flies to this new position and updates its position. This is possible since the particles are randomly distributed in the solution space. 2) A particle finds a position that gives better profit and that position represents a later (future) time than the time corresponding to the current position. Then the particle does the following:
• the option price at the new position (future time) is discounted to find its value at the current time (position) • if the discounted value is greater than the current local best price then the particle flies to the new position (that is, waiting for the future time is beneficial) Fig. 1 . Structure of a particle in PSO 3) A particle finds a position where the profit is less and this new position represents an earlier time. Though the profit is less at this new position, the time represented by this position is an earlier time than the current position. That is, there is a chance that the newly found position may move to profitable position than the current position at later iterations. Therefore, the particle needs to search the surrounding neighborhood. This is to prevent stagnation at one location. The particle does the following:
• the current option value is discounted to calculate the next option value • if the discounted price is greater than the next local best option price then the particle flies to the new position The last case (case 4) where there is less profit at a later date in time is not advantageous because (i) particles have already found a better position which is profitable in an earlier time (ii) particles are close to maturity date. This case performs no update.
After the four cases are considered the local payoff is calculated by each particle. The local payoff is an optimization (as well as the fitness) function. We pick the particle that produces the best local best position and use that as our global best position.
B. A parallel synchronous option pricing algorithm using PSO (PPSO)
In general we can assume N particles and P processors. We follow a master-worker model. N/P particles are distributed alg. 4 , K = 120 AND TIME IS OPTION EXERCISE TIME among the processors. At each iteration, each processor calculates the local best position among the sub-particles and communicates this information to the master processor. The master processor computes the global best position from the local best positions received from all the processors. The master then broadcasts the global best position to all the processors, at which point, the processors start the next iteration. All particles terminate the algorithm after M iterations, where M is user defined.
The parallel algorithm has been implemented on a shared memory machine where each particle is a thread as described below. We use OpenMP to implement the algorithm.
• A master thread creates N threads on a node, where N is the number of particles.
• Each thread (a particle) computes an option value and evaluates using the fitness function.
• Then each particle may update the local/global best value based on evaluation • The master thread computes and updates global best information • This continues until algorithm reaches the maximum number of iterations A hybrid model consists of X nodes with P processors per node. The P processors use a shared address space. Communication between nodes is through message passing. We use OpenMP and MPI for this purpose. An MPI process runs on each node. Each process creates T threads executed by P processors. The threads (particle) use the same algorithm as described above in the shared memory model. The parallel algorithm for the hybrid model is given below.
• We distribute N/X particles on each node.
• Each process in a node creates T threads. Assume T=N/X.
• The threads (particles) compute an option value and evaluate using the fitness function.
• At the end of an iteration, each process calculates the local global best value and communicates this information to a central processor.
• The central processor computes global best value and broadcasts it to all the other nodes.
• This continues until termination.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The parallel algorithm is implemented on a cluster of four nodes with eight dual-core processors-64 homogeneous multi core processors in total. Since each node offers shared address within a node and message massing between nodes, Tables I and II show the results of the call value and option exercise time for the PSO based option pricing algorithm (SPSO) and Black-Scholes-Merton model. As the table shows we used a combination of parametric conditions from those proposed in the literature (Table III) . We used a value of S=100, r=0.2, σ = 0.2, K = 120, N=30 (number of particles). We make several observations form these tables:(i) the estimates of SPSO algorithm for an European option value is comparable with Black-Scholes-Merton closed form solution; (ii) the SPSO algorithm estimates are closer to BlackScholes-Merton results for the following parametric values: ω = 1.1, c 1 = 2 and c 2 = 2. sequential PSO algorithm's performance degrades. Among the three implementations, the OpenMP implementation gives the worst performance as the number of iterations increases. In this implementation, we use one node with 16 processors (P). The OpenMP implementation gives the best results when N=P=16. That is, when each processor is assigned to one particle. As the number of particles increase together with the increase in number of iterations, the OpenMP implementation shows a decrease in performance due to context switching between threads. As the number of particle increases, the execution times of the MPI implementation increases. This is obviously due to communication among the processors or nodes. Naturally, as the number of iteration increases, the computational cost also increases as can be seen for N=64 for 10000 and 30000 iterations, the increase in execution time is significant.
The tables show that a good mix of shared memory and distributed memory programming produces the best results for our option pricing algorithm. Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 , and 9 present detailed cost (computation, communication, barrier, and context switching) of the parallel algorithm on the three implementations. From these figures, we can see that context switching and communication cost is reduced in hybrid implementation. However, as the number of particles increase the barrier cost increases. This is due to the barrier that is needed when the central processor computes the global result. To overcome barrier costs, we are designing a parallel asynchronous PSO based option pricing algorithm which is the topic of another paper.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
To our knowledge this is a first attempt to use particle swarm optimization for an American option pricing problem. The major contribution from this work is the conceptualization of PSO for the option pricing problem and design of an algorithm. We have designed and developed a sequential PSO algorithm first and compared the pricing results with the classical Black-Scholes-Merton closed form solution. We have then designed a parallel algorithm using PSO and implemented on three parallel computing environments and we have compared the performance of the algorithm against each other. The parameters used in our computation satisfy both the general PSO literature and the option pricing literature.
Currently we are implementing the asynchronous PSO algorithm for option pricing. This is expected to further improve the performance of the PSO algorithm. As a future work, we are exploring a constricted version of PSO [5] , with dynamically changing PSO parameters to capture the real market conditions. 
